
 
 

Holy Child July Coffee & Conversation Q&A 
 
 
Would it be possible to shorten morning PGT by 20 minutes so girls can have 50 min 

lunch?  I think girls will need more time for lunch to wash their hands before and 
after lunch especially while they are at school.  
We looked into adjusting times to PGT to accommodate different things. The morning PGT is for 
community time, clubs, mass, assemblies, advisory etc. so we need to keep the 50 minutes. But 
we have installed several hand sanitizers throughout the building including classrooms so that 
should help!  
 
How are you going to deal with social distancing during lunch and across campus? 
Administrative presence and teaching.  We all have to send that message together and to have 

supervision in place to model and support the process. We are working on lunch protocols now 
and will communicate them before the start of school.  
 
Is there a recommended mask for comfort since the students will have to wear them 
all day? 
We find that mask comfort is very personal.  What the feedback we are starting to hear is the 
disposable ones are more comfortable for longer time periods. It would be beneficial to have 
your daughter practice wearing them prior to school. 
 

Why take temperatures when you can have COVID with no temperatures or 
symptoms and spread?  
School policy is that a student has a fever they should stay home from school. (Yes, fever is a 
symptom of COVID-19, but you are correct, you can have COVID-19 and be asymptomatic. 
Screening is an essential tool in mitigating spread so faculty, staff, and students should stay 
home if they have a fever. 
 
Utilizing the Hybrid Model A, what will the estimated class size be?  For example, if 
the regular class size is 30, based on Hybrid A model, what will the estimated class 

size now be? Utilizing last name does not always yield an equal number. 
The classes won't be equal but will average 6-8. 
 
Will the school utilize different spaces throughout campus, e.g. library, gymnasium, 
outdoors, etc.? 
Yes, we will utilize all the spaces throughout campus, even the outdoors, for classes and for 
breaks. There will be visual cues for social distancing and mask reminders.  
 
Will there be a place for the girls to stay before/after school until they get picked 
up?  



We are currently looking into this option.  
 
In 6th grade, there are 12 girls in Cohort A based on the last name. How will you 
handle? 
We have addressed the uneven cohorts of the 6th grade and will be in touch with specific 

families as needed. 
 
Will the Coakley Center for Innovative Learning be open and will other resources be 
available to students? 
Yes. We will continue courses for students that are in scheduled classes and creating ways for 
students to get support with social distancing in place or virtual access. 
 
Will there be transportation? 
We hope to be able to offer transportation. There may be some changes due to social 

distancing restrictions.  
 
If a student has already tested positive this summer and has antibodies confirmed 
with a test, will that student have to isolate at home? 
Unfortunately, a positive antibody test result does not prove immunity. There have even been 
recent reports of people contracting COVID-19 twice. 
 
Is the school calendar remaining the same? Thanksgiving break, Christmas break? 
Or will you dismiss classes after thanksgiving break like some colleges are doing? 

Right now it is the same.  
 
Even if true sports seasons don’t happen, could we consider just having sports 
teams internally at HC? 
Yes, we are looking at all options! 
 
Can students choose to switch between the hybrid model and the option to learn 
remotely at any time? 
Yes, families may choose to have their student learn remotely at any point. We are working on 

the attendance notification so we know whether to expect students on campus or not. 
 
What about asymptotic spreaders? Is this not a concern? 
Absolutely. That is why we are insisting upon masks which significantly help reduce spread. We 
have installed hand sanitizer dispensers throughout campus, encourage handwashing, and will 
maintain social distancing throughout the day. 
 
So, the entire classroom must quarantine if one student tests positive for 2 weeks? 
Why, if they are all social distancing and wearing masks? 
Yes. They are still considered contacts of the case even with masks and social distancing. Since 

purpose of quarantine is to mitigate the spread of an infectious disease, the health department 
and Holy Child will require quarantine for 14 days. 
 
I have heard some schools are setting up tents to host classes-- would you ever 
consider doing that? 



Yes, we are looking into tents for various things. Classes outside may be hard given the 
technology and half the class being at home but we want to provide students and teachers 
opportunities to be outside in the fresh air.  
 
What is the health room? 

The Health Room is the same as the nurse's office. There is an office and a room with two 
beds. We are converting a  conference room to be a COVID isolation room.  
 
Do parents have the option of full time on campus for their daughters the same way 
that parents have the option of full time e-learning?  
No because of limiting class size and contact tracing. 
 
Many of the girl have had it already and will presumably be immune.  What are your 
plans to provide equal education for all with that in mind? 

Unfortunately, the science so far does not indicate that a previous COVID-19 infection and the 
presence of antibodies does not prove immunity. There have been recent reports of re-
infection. 
 
Would you consider siblings when assigning the cohorts? I’m asking about being 
able to have both my daughters attending in-school and e-learning in tandem 
Yes, that was one of the priorities in building the cohorts by last name A-K and L-Z. Members of 
the same household will be in the same cohort. 
 

When will the girls receive their schedule for next school year? 
Normally students don't receive their individual schedules until orientation but anticipating so 
many changes this year we are hoping to get schedules out to students 1-2 weeks before 
orientation. 
 
If the school becomes aware of students who are not following guidelines, will they 
be disciplined?  
Yes, if the school becomes aware of risky behavior occurring off campus, we will look into it and 
address it.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


